1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

During the past decade, the focus of the theoretical works investigating electronically excited states (ESs) has moved from the determination of vertical transition properties obtained on a frozen ground-state (GS) geometry to the exploration of the potential energy surfaces (PES) of these ESs.^[@ref1]^ Indeed, characterizing regions away from the Franck--Condon point is of crucial importance for many key applications, e.g., photochromism, long-range electron transfer, and fluorescence.^[@ref2]^ In turn, this interest has motivated the development of analytical gradients for numerous ES methods,^[@ref3]−[@ref14]^ paving the way to computationally efficient calculations of the ES PES. Nevertheless, a balanced assessment of the accuracy of these gradients, and, as a consequence of the optimal ES geometries (and possibly conical intersections, CIs) obtained through theory, is far from straightforward. Indeed, experimental ES geometries are available for a small number of compact (typically two to six atoms) fluorescent derivatives only, contrasting with the plethora of available GS structures, that can now be accurately determined with advanced approaches combining theory and experiment.^[@ref15]^ More importantly, the experimental determinations of ES structures often imply quite large error bars and the values of some parameters have to be assumed or frozen during the fitting procedures. Therefore, assessing the accuracy of a particular theory using experimental ES structures is de facto not a very satisfying approach. As an alternative, one can use indirect experimental signatures of the PES to evaluate the pros and cons of a given level theory. More specifically, the topologies of the absorption and emission bands resulting from strong vibronic couplings have been used to estimate the qualities of ES PES given by theory.^[@ref2],[@ref16]−[@ref19]^ Such an approach is interesting because large molecules can be considered, but one is limited, on the one hand, to compounds displaying well-defined band shapes, that is, quite rigid dyes, and, on the other hand, by the use of the harmonic approximation that significantly affects the computed vibrational frequencies, making it difficult to determine if the discrepancies between the measured and calculated spectra are related to this approximation^[@ref20]^ or to the intrinsic limitations of the selected electronic structure theory. Therefore, purely theoretical benchmarks of ES geometries, in which a higher level of theory is used as reference to gauge the performances of a lower level of theory, remain of interest. Unsurprisingly, several studies of this kind have appeared,^[@ref21]−[@ref25]^ but these works are typically limited, on the one hand, by the quality of the reference data used and, on the other hand, by the lack of Hessian calculations making it impossible to ascertain the nature (minimum, transition state, and so on) of the final structures. We briefly describe the most advanced sets of ES structures available to date for generic molecules. First, in 2003, Page and Olivucci obtained complete active space with second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) geometries for a series of ESs of *n* → π\* (acrolein, acetone, diazomethane, and propanoic acid anion), π → π\* (*trans*-/*cis*-butadiene and pyrrole) and cyanine (two model protonated Schiff bases containing five and nine atoms in the conjugated path) natures.^[@ref26]^ This work certainly represented a huge computational effort at that time, but symmetry constraints were imposed in some cases (e.g., *C*~2*v*~ for the lowest ES of acetone) and the compact 6-31G(d) atomic basis set was used for most compounds. Ten years later, symmetry-adapted cluster--configuration interaction (SAC--CI) structures have been obtained with a polarized double-ζ atomic basis set, namely, D95(d,p), by Bousquet and co-workers for both the singlet^[@ref23]^ and triplet^[@ref24]^ ES of medium-sized compounds: furan, pyrrole, pyridine, *p*-benzoquinone, uracil, adenine, coumarin, 9,10-anthraquinone, and 1,8-naphthalimide. Again, symmetry constraints were imposed in both these works to avoid conical intersections, though frequency calculations (CIS level) were carried out to ascertain the nature of the optimized states. In 2012, Jagau and Gauss obtained Mukherjee's multireference coupled-cluster singles and doubles (Mk-MRCCSD) GS and ES geometries (cc-pCVTZ basis set) of eight closed-shell molecules (acetylene, cyclopentadiene, furan, naphthalene, pyrrole, tetrazine, thiophene, and vinylidene) and several radicals.^[@ref27]^ In 2013, Guareschi and Filippi proposed what probably stands as the most accurate theoretical set of reference ES structures available to date by determining quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) ES geometries with the pVTZ′ atomic basis set for five small molecules (acetone, *trans*- and *cis*- acrolein, methylenecyclopropene, and the propanoic acid anion).^[@ref28]^ The QMC variant used in ref ([@ref28]), namely, variational Monte Carlo (VMC), was shown to provide mean absolute errors (MAEs) of ca. 0.004 Å for diatomics, using experimental values as references.^[@ref29]^ In the field of geometrical ES benchmarks, one should also mention the contributions of Olivucci and co-workers who performed several investigations dedicated to the exploration of the ES PES of retinal derivatives.^[@ref30]−[@ref33]^ As can be concluded from this literature survey, the number of highly accurate reference ES geometries available to date remains rather small, and the present work constitutes a further effort in that direction.

Today, most ES geometry optimizations are performed with the complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) or with the time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)^[@ref34]^ approaches. The former is able to describe CIs and hence to model photochemical events but lacks dynamical correlation and cannot, therefore, be viewed as an accurate reference approach for obtaining ES geometries. The latter, a single-reference approach, is particularly popular because it can deliver very satisfying results, but this requires one to choose an exchange--correlation functional (XCF) "adequate" for the studied case: a choice which is far from trivial.^[@ref35]^ The interested reader can indeed find several TD-DFT benchmarks devoted to ES structures, for both small- and medium-sized compounds,^[@ref5],[@ref9],[@ref21]−[@ref25],[@ref28],[@ref36]^ but again the quality of the selected reference probably remains an open question. Alternatively, one can turn toward the simplest linear-response coupled-cluster approach, namely CC2,^[@ref37]−[@ref39]^ or the second-order algebraic diagrammatic construction method \[ADC(2)\]^[@ref40]^ that both allow tackling quite large compounds (ca. 30--50 atoms) and do not involve the choice of an XCF. However, these methods were reported to overestimate some bond lengths especially for the keto group,^[@ref6],[@ref22],[@ref25],[@ref28],[@ref41]^ and caution is necessary before using them as references.

Compared to previously reported works, the present contribution has several specificities. First, we have decided to systematically compute ES Hessian at a reasonable level of theory, so to ascertain the nature of the obtained geometries. To this end, we have selected the (EOM-)CCSD level. Second, we have used a strategy relying on, on the one hand, the CC hierarchy, that is CC2,^[@ref37]−[@ref39]^ CCSD,^[@ref42]−[@ref45]^ CCSDR(3),^[@ref46]^ and CC3,^[@ref37],[@ref47]^ and, on the other hand, the CASPT2 method,^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ to be able to assess the consistency of the results generated by these approaches, as well as, to estimate the importance of multireference effects. We note that more advanced methods such as as XMCQDPT2,^[@ref50]^ which accounts for state mixing in a more accurate way, or QMC could also be used but, to date, they remain less widely available than CASPT2. Third, we selected reasonably large atomic basis sets, that is, def2-TZVPP, ANO-L-VQZP, and aug-cc-pVTZ, to obtain accurate results, a claim that cannot be made when using double-ζ bases for highly correlated methods. Indeed, these three basis sets include, at least, d and f orbitals for hydrogen atoms and second-/third-row atoms, respectively. Fourth, we have considered compounds with more diverse nuclei than in previous works, including sulfur, selenium, fluorine, chlorine, and bromine atoms, in order to expand the scope of the conclusions. Therefore, beyond providing a set of reference data, we are also able here to assess the relative accuracies of ADC(2), CC2, and CCSD ES geometries.

2. Computational Details {#sec2}
========================

The EOM-CCSD calculations have been performed with the Gaussian development and Gaussian-16 codes^[@ref51]^ and consisted of geometry optimizations of GS and ES performed with both def2-TZVPP and aug-cc-pVTZ atomic basis sets, and subsequent vibrational frequency determinations with the former basis. The energy and geometry convergence thresholds were systematically tightened, with requested convergence of 10^--10^-- 10^--11^ au for the SCF energy and a residual mean smaller than 10^--5^ au for the forces. During the CC calculations, all electrons including the core ones were correlated (so-called *full* option) and the CCSD energy convergence threshold was set to 10^--8^--10^--9^ au, whereas the EOM-CCSD energy convergence was tightened to 10^--7^--10^--8^ au, to obtain accurate analytical gradients allowing for stable numerical differentiations leading to the Hessian.^[@ref52]^ The *T*~1~ diagnostic test of multiconfigurational character^[@ref53]^ was computed for all compounds at the CCSD/def2-TZVPP level, and values are given in the [Supporting Information (SI)](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf). We recall that *T*~1~ \> 0.02 indicates that a multireference method is needed to obtain an accurate description.^[@ref53]^ As can be seen in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf), the computed *T*~1~ values are almost always systematically smaller than this threshold. The ADC(2) and CC2 optimizations have been performed with the Turbomole package,^[@ref54]^ selecting the same atomic basis sets as in the EOM-CCSD calculations and applying the resolution-of-identity approximation. During these calculations, the SCF, second-order and geometry optimization thresholds were all set to stricter-than-default values, that is, 10^--9^, 10^--7^, and 10^--5^ au, respectively, whereas we also correlated all electrons to obtain results comparable to the one of the EOM-CCSD calculations. ADC(2) and CC2 numerical frequency calculations were also systematically performed with the def2-TZVPP atomic basis set. The CCSDR(3) and CC3 calculations were performed with the Dalton package^[@ref55]^ using the same two basis sets as those for the other CC models. These optimizations used default convergence thresholds, and all electrons were correlated. We underline that analytical gradients are not available for these two levels of theory, so that the CCSDR(3) and CC3 minimizations were based on numerical differentiation of the total energies, a task that is extremely computationally intensive for these two methods. For the records, we have compared CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ and CCSDR(3)/cc-pVQZ ES geometries of both acetylene and formaldehyde and found rather small differences.^[@ref56]^ CASPT2 calculations were performed with the OpenMolcas 8.3 software,^[@ref57],[@ref58]^ and the active orbital energies were corrected by the usual 0.25 au IPEA shift. For transition energies, discussions about the impact of the IPEA shift can be found elsewhere,^[@ref59]^ and it was concluded that such IPEA improves the agreement with reference values when a large atomic basis set is used. Initially, we treated the compounds using the frozen-core model and the large atomic natural orbital (ANO-L) basis set with VQZP contraction scheme to obtain first estimations. Such an approach is typically applied in highly accurate CASPT2 calculations. Second, we have done the calculations with the aug-cc-pVTZ atomic basis set and no frozen orbitals to offer results directly comparable to their CC counterparts. To speed up the calculations, we applied Cholesky decomposition technique^[@ref60]^ with the 10^--4^ decomposition threshold. We compared formaldehyde GS/ES geometries obtained with and without Cholesky decomposition and found, as expected, no significant difference. We are aware of recent developments on analytical CASPT2 gradients,^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ but for practical reasons we used Molcas where the analytical gradients are not available, and we consequently relied on numerical gradients. The convergence thresholds were 10^--12^, 10^--6^, and 10^--9^ au for CASSCF energy, orbital rotation, and the norm of the CASPT2 residual, respectively. The geometry optimization was considered converged when the root mean square (rms) of gradients in internal coordinates was less than 10^--6^. Unlike CC methods, CASPT2 cannot be used in a black-box fashion as the obtained results are sensitive to the choice of active space. The active space choices used for all molecules are rather large and are detailed in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf). Usually the full valence active space was used and, in several cases, further extended by additional virtual orbitals. As a final comment, note that in the following, we use as the naming convention for bond nature (single or double) the GS Lewis structures, which is the natural choice in chemistry, though the bonding nature might change in the ES.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

A complete list of results, including Cartesian coordinates, GS and ES geometrical parameters and comparison with literature data, is available in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf). We discuss only key results below, mainly focusing on the ones obtained with the basis set containing diffuse functions.

3.1. Acetylene {#sec3-1}
--------------

Acetylene is the most compact π-conjugated molecule for which the optimized geometries of low-lying π → π\* ESs do not correspond to a conical intersection. Nevertheless, the lowest ESs are known to break the cylindrical symmetry of the GS and both *C*~2*h*~ and *C*~2*v*~ minima can be obtained. To our knowledge, the only available experimental results concern the lowest A~u~ ES, for which the most recent measurements predict a CC bond length of 1.375 Å and a CCH valence angle of 122.5°,^[@ref61]^ in reasonable match with earlier experimental estimates.^[@ref62]^ In contrast, there is already a vast amount of theoretical data,^[@ref25],[@ref27],[@ref63]−[@ref65]^ among which one finds a detailed MR-AQCC investigation^[@ref65]^ and a multireference CCSD work.^[@ref27]^ We have investigated three low-lying ES (A~u~, B~u~ and A~2~ symmetry), and we list some key ES structural data for the two lowest lying states in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}.

###### Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths, Å; Valence Angles, Degrees) for the Lowest A~u~ and A~2~ ES of acetylene in the *C*~2*h*~ and *C*~2*v*~ Point Groups, Respectively[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                A~u~ excited state   A~2~ excited state                                   
  ----------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------------
  ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ            1.369                1.086                122.1   1.345   1.087   132.1   this work
  CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ               1.377                1.086                122.0   1.349   1.088   132.2    
  CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ              1.352                1.086                124.1   1.322   1.088   135.4    
  CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ          1.368                1.090                122.3   1.340   1.093   132.4    
  CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ               1.371                1.090                122.2   1.342   1.093   132.9    
  CASPT2(10e,10o)/aug-cc-pVTZ   1.370                1.092                122.2   1.342   1.094   132.4    
                                                                                                           
  MR-AQCC/extrapol.             1.369                1.091                123.2   1.339   1.093   132.9   ([@ref65])
  Mk-MRCCSD/cc-pVCTZ            1.368                1.093                123.3   1.337   1.095   132.5   ([@ref27])
  experiment                    1.375                1.097                122.5                           ([@ref61])

See [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI for further data and details.

All methods agree that a substantial elongation of the carbon--carbon triple bond takes place after photon absorption and that this elongation is larger in the A~u~ ES than in the A~2~ state. Nevertheless the absolute C≡C ES length significantly depends on the selected method. While the three most refined approaches, that is, CC3, CASPT2, and MR-AQCC, yield very consistent estimates (maximal discrepancy of 0.003 Å), one notices that CC2 provides significantly too long C≡C bonds whereas CCSD gives the opposite error. Interestingly, similar trends can be noticed for the GS structure, though, in that case, the differences between the various CC approaches are much less marked (see [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI). Eventually, we note that the perturbative CCSDR(3) method allows correcting the largest part of the CCSD error, and the CCSDR(3) estimates are not differing by more than 0.002 Å from the CC3 and MR-AQCC ones. For both the A~u~ and A~2~ ES, the CASPT2 calculations deliver a strongly dominating single-reference character (0.94 weight at the GS geometry), so that we consider our CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ values as the most accurate. In contrast, the B~u~ ES can be described as a combination of two monoexcitations having 0.34 and 0.61 weights. Although CC methods should be reliable in cases involving combination of monoexcitations, and although the CCSD *T*~1~ diagnostic returns a 0.015 value for the B~u~ geometry, we note that the CC3 and CASPT2 difference are more marked, e.g., 0.007 Å for the C≡C bond length of that ES (see [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI) and we consider the CASPT2 values as more reliable for the B~u~ state.

3.2. Formaldehyde {#sec3-2}
-----------------

Formaldehyde is one of the most investigated systems, and a plethora of experimental and theoretical publications can be found in the literature.^[@ref66]^ It is well-recognized that in the lowest n → π\* ES, the carbonyl bond significantly lengthens as the molecule departs from planarity. All available measurements fall in the quite narrow range of 1.323 ± 0.002 Å for the ES C=O distance,^[@ref67]−[@ref69]^ and this value can therefore be used as a reference. In contrast, the experimentally reported estimates for the puckering angle cover a broader range of values: 20.5°,^[@ref67]^ 31.1°,^[@ref67]^ and 34.0°.^[@ref68]−[@ref70]^ Interestingly, the two first data originate from the same work that analyzed both the 0° and 4^1^ bands, illustrating the difficulty to obtain very reliable experimental results, even for a hallmark tetratomic compound. [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} summarizes the results that we obtained for formaldehyde and compares them to previous high-level reference calculations (see [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI for complete data). The highest levels of theory available, i.e., CC3, CASPT2, MR-AQCC,^[@ref71]^ and CCSD(T)^[@ref66]^ all provide very similar C=O bond length in very good agreement with the measurements. As expected from previous works (see [Introduction](#sec1){ref-type="other"}), CC2 predicts a significantly too long carbonyl bond in the ES, whereas, probably less expected, though similar to the acetylene case, is the fact that the CCSD bond length is too short. ADC(2) also significantly overshoots the C=O bond length. Qualitatively, the same errors are found for the GS structure, but the quantitative extent of the discrepancies is smaller than in the ES. Consequently, the elongation of the carbonyl bond upon electronic transition, that reaches +0.119 ± 0.001 Å with the four most refined approaches, is overestimated by both ADC(2) (+0.171 Å) and CC2 (+0.137 Å) but underestimated (+0.100 Å) by CCSD. CCSDR(3) is probably a reasonable compromise, as it improves significantly the CCSD estimate (+0.113 Å) for a lower computational cost than CC3. For the C--H bond length, all methods but ADC(2) provide very similar values and this statement holds for both the GS and ES. The H--C--H angle is more sensitive to the level of theory, ADC(2), CC2 (to a large extent), and CCSD (to a smaller extent) overshooting the reference value (see also [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)). In contrast the puckering angle, η, is too small with these three methods, with a large error for ADC(2). This parameter is obviously quite sensitive to the level of theory used. As the CASPT2 calculations did not reveal a significant multiconfigurational character (weight of leading determinant larger than 0.95), we consider the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ value of 36.8° to be the most accurate estimate available to date. Eventually, an extra parameter of interest is the inversion barrier, that is, the relative energy of the transition state corresponding to a planar ES geometry. The experimental values reported for this barrier are 350 cm^--1^,^[@ref69]^ 356 cm^--1^,^[@ref72]^ 356 cm^--1^,^[@ref70]^ and 316 cm^--1^.^[@ref68]^ This last value is probably the most realistic, as it is a *true potential* estimate; a 350 cm^--1^ barrier is obtained in ref ([@ref68]). for the *model potential*, consistently with the other works. This 316 cm^--1^ figure is also compatible with both the previous MR-AQCC estimate^[@ref71]^ of 301 cm^--1^ and our CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ value of 260 cm^--1^. Interestingly, determining the CC3 energies on the CCSD or CC2 structures yields similar barrier heights of 269 and 266 cm^--1^, respectively, indicating that this parameter is not very sensitive to the details of the ES geometry. In contrast, the selected level of theory used to compute the ES energies matters, e.g., the CCSD/def2-TZVPP barrier is 141 cm^--1^ only.

###### Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths, Å; Valence Angles and Dihedral Angle, Degrees) for the Lowest ES of Formaldehyde[a](#tbl2-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  method                        C=O     C--H    H--C--H   η      ref
  ----------------------------- ------- ------- --------- ------ ------------
  ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ            1.380   1.081   123.8     18.9   this work
  CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ               1.353   1.085   121.3     29.5    
  CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ              1.300   1.087   118.9     30.9    
  CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ          1.320   1.089   118.2     36.6    
  CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ               1.326   1.089   118.3     36.8    
  CASPT2(12e,10o)/aug-cc-pVTZ   1.326   1.090   118.1     38.2    
                                                                  
  MR-AQCC/extrapol.             1.325   1.090   117.4     34.9   ([@ref71])
  CR-EOM-CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ        1.325                     32.5   ([@ref66])
  experiment                    1.323   1.098   118.4     34     ([@ref69])

η is the puckering angle measuring how the C=O bond is out of the HCH plane. See [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI for complete data.

3.3. Thioformaldehyde and Selenoformaldehyde {#sec3-3}
--------------------------------------------

Thioformaldehyde was much less investigated experimentally than its oxygen counterpart. If an early experimental analysis hinted at a slight puckering in the ES (η of 8.9°),^[@ref73]^ the most recent experimental evidence indicates that H~2~C=S remains planar in its lowest ES of A~2~ symmetry.^[@ref74],[@ref75]^ Consistently, ADC(2), CC2, and CCSD all predict a stable planar minima (absence of imaginary frequencies) for this ES. Selenoformaldehyde is an even more elusive compound and its UV/vis spectroscopic signatures were described only in 1984.^[@ref76]^ For the ES structure, Clouthier and co-workers,^[@ref77]^ concluded that *although information about the out-of-plane mode, ν*~*4*~, *is incomplete, the correlation with the CH*~*2*~*S data suggests that CH*~*2*~*Se is planar or pseudoplanar in \[both\] excited states.* They confirmed this conclusion in a subsequent work,^[@ref78]^ and again, ADC(2), CC2 and CCSD correctly predict a planar ES minima.

[Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} lists the geometrical parameters for these two compounds, and a very good match between CASPT2 and CC3 results is again noticeable. As for formaldehyde, a predominantly single-reference wave function is found (0.90 and 0.91 CASPT2 weights for thioformaldehyde and selenoformaldehyde, respectively, *T*~1~ values smaller than 0.2 for both compounds), and we consider the CC3 estimates as the most accurate for these two compounds. For thioformaldehyde, the available experimental estimates of the C=S bond length in the ES,^[@ref69],[@ref73],[@ref74]^ as well as of the measured elongation of this bond with respect to the GS,^[@ref69],[@ref74],[@ref75]^ do not allow to set a sufficiently accurate experimental reference value (see [Table S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI), and we have reported the most recent data, 1.682 Å, in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}. While the CCSD estimate matches perfectly this value, one clearly notices that the most accurate levels of theory predict significantly longer bonds, that is, 1.709 Å with CC3 and 1.711 Å with CASPT2. In sharp contrast with formaldehyde, CC2 is on the spot for all key ES parameters and this is true for the GS bond lengths and angles as well (see [Table S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)). ADC(2) overestimates the double-bond length, but to a much lower extent than in formaldehyde (error of ca. + 0.015 Å). Therefore, the previously discussed overestimation of the bond distance by CC2 is not a systematic error even in a homologous series of compounds. This conclusion is confirmed when considering selenoformaldehyde for which the C=Se distance is accurate with CC2, but too long and too contracted with ADC(2) and CCSD, respectively.

###### Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths, Å; Valence Angles, Degrees) for the Lowest ES of Thioformaldehyde and Selenoformaldehyde[a](#tbl3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                    thioformaldehyde   selenoformaldehyde                                   
  ----------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------------------------------------
  ADC(2)            1.725              1.079                121.0   1.863   1.078   121.3   this work
  CC2               1.710              1.079                120.8   1.843   1.078   121.2    
  CCSD              1.682              1.077                119.4   1.813   1.076   119.5    
  CCSDR(3)          1.705              1.078                120.1   1.838   1.077   120.1    
  CC3               1.709              1.078                120.2   1.843   1.077   120.3    
  CASPT2(12e,15o)   1.711              1.079                120.3   1.845   1.077   120.3    
                                                                                             
  experiment        1.682              1.077                120.7   1.856           121.6   ([@ref69], [@ref74], and [@ref78])

All theoretical results obtained with the aug-cc-pVTZ atomic basis set. See [Tables S3 and S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) for additional data.

3.4. Ketene, Thioketene, and Diazomethane {#sec3-4}
-----------------------------------------

These three pentatomic compounds present several similitudes. Indeed, in their GS, they belong to the *C*~2*v*~ point group, whereas in the (lowest) ES, the *C*~2*v*~ structures are unstable (CCSD imaginary frequency of 761*ı*, 338*ı*, and 579*ı* cm^--1^ for ketene, thioketene, and diazomethane, respectively) and the minima correspond to bent *C*~*s*~ structures, that are rather close to a CI leading back to the GS. Accordingly, these molecules tend to photodissociate quite efficiently and experimental ES structural information are almost nonexistent. Indeed, for ketene, there are, to the best of our knowledge, no experimental data available for ES structures, due to the very rapid photodissociation: no emission spectrum could be recorded. For its thio homologue, there is one experiment by Clouthier, who concluded that the experimental evidence suggest that *the excited-state structure of thioketene is in-plane bent*.^[@ref79]^ For diazomethane, a 1969 work concluded that *the excited state should really be designated A*″ *in the point group C*~*s*~.^[@ref80]^ On the theoretical side, one can find a very complete CASPT2/6-31+G(d) investigation of the Morokuma group devoted to the dissociation paths of ketene,^[@ref81]^ as well as an earlier investigation of Szalay and co-workers with CC methods for the same molecule.^[@ref82]^ The structure of the lowest ES structure of diazomethane, constrained in the *C*~2*v*~ symmetry, was previously determined at both CASPT2/6-31G(d)^[@ref26]^ and CC2/TZVP^[@ref25]^ levels of theory, whereas a CASSCF/6-31G(d) investigation of the ES pathways relating diazirine to diazomethane has also been performed.^[@ref83]^

The obtained ES parameters are summarized in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}. All tested methods agree that the elongations of the C=S and C=C bonds when going from the GS to the ES have rather similar amplitudes in thioketene, but that, in contrast, the terminal bonds (C=O or N=N) extent less than the central ones (C=C or C=N) in ketene and diazomethane. As can be seen in [Table S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf), ADC(2) and CC2 exaggerate the differences in the latter compound: they predict a too large increase (decrease) of the central (terminal) bond. The data of [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} show that CC3 and CASPT2 ES bond lengths are in overall good agreement in most cases, but maybe for the C=S bond of thioketene. The CASPT2 calculations reveal a predominantly single-reference character for all three compounds (dominant configuration weight for the ES: 0.921, 0.869, and 0.900 for ketene, thioketene, and diazomethane, respectively) but the CCSD *T*~1~ diagnostic indicates a significant multiconfigurational character for diazomethane. Therefore, we considered the CC3 values to be the most accurate for the two first compounds, whereas for diazomethane we selected the CASPT2 parameters as benchmark. Interestingly, CCSD systematically gives too short bond lengths and too large valence angles for the parameters listed in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}. ADC(2) provides terminal bond lengths on the spot for both ketene (which differs from the C=O in formaldehyde) and thioketene, but significantly too short for diazomethane. For the central bond, the ADC(2) estimate is accurate for ketene, too small for thioketene, and much too long for diazomethane. For the present set of compounds, the CC2 values are generally reasonable with bond lengths within 0.010 Å of both CC3 and CASPT2 reference values, but for the C=N bond in diazomethane that is significantly too large. The significant deviations of both ADC(2) and CC2 for diazomethane are in line with the result of the *T*~1~ diagnostic test for that molecule.

###### Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths, Å; Valence Angles, Degrees) for the Lowest ES of Ketene, Thioketene, and Diazomethane[a](#tbl4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

             ketene   thioketene   diazomethane                                           
  ---------- -------- ------------ -------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  ADC(2)     1.199    1.422        130.6          1.622   1.355   139.7   1.160   1.438   128.6
  CC2        1.209    1.428        129.6          1.617   1.365   138.2   1.190   1.408   128.5
  CCSD       1.189    1.410        131.8          1.607   1.350   140.7   1.189   1.357   126.7
  CCSDR(3)   1.197    1.423        130.0          1.619   1.362   137.4   1.193   1.378   126.1
  CC3        1.202    1.427        129.8          1.619   1.367   137.6   1.194   1.385   126.2
  CASPT2     1.200    1.425        129.9          1.613   1.367   140.4   1.194   1.382   126.5

All results are obtained with aug-cc-pVTZ and are from the present work. See [Tables S5, S6, and S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI for additional data.

3.5. First Trends and Structural Basis Set Extrapolation {#sec3-5}
--------------------------------------------------------

Though, at this stage, we have considered seven compounds only, a few conclusions already emerged: (i) CC3 and CASPT2 results are in excellent agreement, but such agreement requires the use of a basis set containing diffuse functions for both methods; (ii) CCSDR(3) is a reasonable approximation to CC3, but it typically leads to a small underestimation of the ES double/triple bond lengths by ca. −0.005 Å; (iii) CCSD tends to provide too short multiple bond length by ca. −0.020 Å for the ES; (iv) the errors delivered by both ADC(2) and CC2 seem less systematic, but one notices non-negligible overestimation of the ES bond lengths with the former method in several cases; and (v) for a given molecule, the GS geometry is significantly less sensitive to the method used than its ES counterpart, so that the quality of the former is not a sufficient criterion to ascertain the accuracy of the latter.

As stated in [Computational Details](#sec2){ref-type="other"}, the CC3 calculations imply a huge computational cost, especially when using aug-cc-pVTZ. For this reason, we have used below an extrapolation approach in which the basis set effects obtained at the CCSDR(3) level, that is, the difference between the CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ and CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP structural parameters, are added to their corresponding CC3/def2-TZVPP values. This procedure is obviously inspired by protocols used previously for transition energies.^[@ref84]^ In [Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}, we provide an illustration of this approach for a series of key parameters that significantly vary with the method being considered. As can be seen, this extrapolation procedure is very effective with no case for which the error is larger than 0.001 Å or 0.1°, justifying its use. In the following as well as in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf), the values obtained through *basis set extrapolation* are given in italics.

###### Comparison between Extrapolated (in Italics) and Actual CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ ES Geometrical Parameters (Rightmost Column; Bond Lengths, Å; Angles, Degrees)[a](#tbl5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                CCSDR(3)   CC3                         
  -------------------- -------- ---------- -------- -------- --------- -------
  acetylene (A~2~)     C≡C      1.3425     1.3402   1.3445   *1.342*   1.342
                       C≡C--H   132.03     132.43   132.47   *132.9*   132.9
  formaldehyde         C=O      1.3245     1.3203   1.3302   *1.326*   1.326
                       η        37.26      36.62    37.38    *36.7*    36.8
  thioformaldehyde     C=S      1.7095     1.7052   1.7134   *1.709*   1.709
  selenoformaldehyde   C=Se     1.8487     1.8377   1.8538   *1.843*   1.843
  ketene               C=O      1.1985     1.1970   1.2031   *1.202*   1.202
                       C=C      1.4298     1.4231   1.4344   *1.428*   1.427
                       C=C=O    129.64     130.05   129.48   *129.9*   129.8
  diazomethane         N=N      1.1968     1.1933   1.1971   *1.194*   1.194
                       C=N      1.3822     1.3775   1.3897   *1.385*   1.385
                       C=N=N    125.58     126.11   125.72   *126.3*   126.2

The values used for the extrapolation are displayed as well. TZVPP stands for def2-TZVPP and AVTZ for aug-cc-pVTZ. Note that one additional digit has been added to the "raw" values, in order to avoid small deviations due to rounding effects.

3.6. Nitrosomethane and Nitrosylcyanide {#sec3-6}
---------------------------------------

These two compounds contain a nitroso chromogen (N=O), known to yield low-lying ES, and the computed geometries are presented in [Tables [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}, [S8, and S9](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf). For nitrosomethane, experimental evidence points out that it goes from an eclipsed (GS) to a staggered (ES) conformation upon excitation.^[@ref85],[@ref86]^ The obtained CCSD results are consistent with the measurements as this method yields an imaginary frequency of 185*ı* cm^--1^ (201*ı* cm^--1^) for the staggered (eclipsed) GS (ES) conformer. For the record, the experimentally measured GS rotation barriers are 400 and 383 cm^--1^ (for CD~3~NO),^[@ref87]^ whereas we determined a CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSD/def2-TZVPP value of 428 cm^--1^. In the ES, measurements indicate an increase of the methyl rotation barrier compared to the GS, the most recent estimate for the ES barrier being 475 ± 50 cm^--1^.^[@ref86]^ Again, the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSD/def2-TZVPP value of 507 cm^--1^ is both accurate and very close from a previous MR-AQCC/cc-pVTZ result (522 cm^--1^).^[@ref88]^ To our knowledge, there is only one experimental investigation available for the ES structure of nitrosylcyanide, N≡C---N=O,^[@ref89]^ and we report, in [Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}, the data considered as the most accurate in that work, though other fits were also performed. For this compound, we attempted to optimize both the trans and cis conformers with CCSD, but the latter led back to the former form.

###### Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths, Å; Valence Angle, Degrees) for the Lowest ES of Nitrosomethane and Nitrosylcyanide[a](#t6fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                            nitrosomethane   nitrosylcyanide                                           
  ----------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- -------------------------
  ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ                        1.278            1.460             115.0     1.179     1.306     1.245     this work
  CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ                           1.270            1.466             117.1     1.207     1.272     1.240      
  CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ                          1.222            1.468             119.3     1.162     1.310     1.211      
  CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ                      1.235            1.475             118.4     1.175     1.304     1.223      
  CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ                           *1.239*          *1.478*           *118.1*   *1.181*   *1.297*   *1.226*    
  CASPT2/[b](#t6fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.234            1.479             118.0     1.184     1.304     1.231      
                                                                                                                        
  MR-AQCC/cc-pVTZ                           1.243            1.486             117.2                                   ([@ref88] and [@ref90])
  experiment                                                                             1.198     1.316     1.221     ([@ref85])

The values in italics are basis set extrapolated.

CASPT2 with ANO-L-VQZP for nitrosomethane (no frozen core) and aug-cc-pVTZ for nitrosylcyanide. The CASPT2 calculations fail to converge with the diffuse-containing basis set for nitrosomethane.

As for previous molecules, the results listed in [Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}](#tbl6){ref-type="other"} show the good agreement between the CCSDR(3), CC3, and CASPT2 results with maximal discrepancies of 0.009 Å for the ES bond lengths. Nevertheless, the CCSDR(3) multiple bond lengths seem slightly too short, indicating that the pertubative triple correction is unable to fully rectify the CCSD underestimation. In contrast, the ADC(2) and CC2 N=O bonds are too elongated, especially in nitrosomethane, indicating that the large errors noticed for carbonyl bond distances can also be found in less polarized bonds. For N≡C---N=O, the qualitative impacts of photon absorption predicted by theory, i.e., the significant shortening of the C--N bond and the moderate elongation of the multiple bonds when going from the GS to the ES, are in perfect agreement with the available measurements (see [Table S9](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI).^[@ref89]^ The absolute ES bond lengths are also reasonably close from their experimental counterparts, though, as expected, such comparison is not sufficient to identify the most accurate level(s) of theory. In both compounds, no significant multireference character is revealed by CASPT2 calculations nor the *T*~1~ diagnostic, and we consider the extrapolated CC3 results as reference values.

3.7. Methylenecycloproprene {#sec3-7}
---------------------------

The lowest ES of methylenecyclopropene constrained in the *C*~2*v*~ point group was studied in detail in ref ([@ref28]), and we provide a comparison with these previous data in [Tables [7](#tbl7){ref-type="other"}](#tbl7){ref-type="other"} and [S10](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf). By comparing our aug-cc-pVTZ CC2 and CASPT2 results to the cc-pVTZ values given in this previous work, we note that the basis set effects are small with CC2, but more significant with CASPT2 for which both C^ext^=C^int^ and C^int^=C^int^ bonds become ca. 0.01 Å shorter when diffuse orbitals are added. Overall, the agreement between the different approaches is quite satisfactory, but for the internal double bond. Indeed, for C^ext^=C^int^ and C^int^---C^int^, all methods deliver estimates in the 1.456 ± 0.005 Å and 1.354 ± 0.006 Å ranges, respectively, but CCSD that gives a too contracted C^ext^=C^int^. This good agreement holds for the reported valence angle too. In contrast, the ES C^int^=C^int^ bond is too elongated with both ADC(2) and CC2 but too contracted with CCSD. Our CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ estimate for this bond length is 1.498 Å, 0.015 Å larger than the VMC/pVTZ′ value of 1.483 Å.^[@ref28]^ At this stage it is difficult to determine if this discrepancy is related to the smaller basis set used in the VMC simulations or to the inherent limitations of CC3.

###### Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths, Å; Valence Angle, Degrees) for the Lowest ES of Methylenecyclopropene Constrained in the *C*~2*v*~ Point Group[a](#t7fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  method                 C^ext^=C^int^   C^int^--C^int^   C^int^=C^int^   C^ext^=C^int^--C^int^   ref
  ---------------------- --------------- ---------------- --------------- ----------------------- ------------
  ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ     1.458           1.348            1.515           145.8                   this work
  CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ        1.454           1.351            1.508           146.1                    
  CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ       1.435           1.351            1.476           146.9                    
  CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ   1.450           1.358            1.498           146.5                    
  CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ        *1.453*         *1.360*          *1.498*         *146.6*                  
  CASPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ     1.451           1.360            1.488           146.7                    
                                                                                                   
  CC2/cc-pVTZ            1.456           1.349            1.512           145.9                   ([@ref28])
  CASPT2/cc-pVTZ         1.461           1.360            1.496           146.6                    
  VMC/pVTZ′              1.456           1.351            1.483           146.7                    

The values in italics are basis set extrapolated.

3.8. Halogen Derivatives {#sec3-8}
------------------------

Numerous tetratomic halogen derivatives of the formaldehyde family have been investigated in the literature with experimental approaches^[@ref70],[@ref91]−[@ref103]^ and, for a few compounds, with high-level theoretical methods as well.^[@ref66]^ We have studied eight compounds in this series, and selected ES parameters are listed in [Table [8](#tbl8){ref-type="other"}](#tbl8){ref-type="other"}, whereas complete data can be found in [Tables S11--S18](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) in the SI. For four compounds, the CC3 calculations were beyond reach even with the def2-TZVPP atomic basis set. In all molecules, no significant multireference character was found with CASPT2, and we consequently selected the CC3 (when available) or the CASPT2 (otherwise) data as reference values.

###### Selected ES Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths, Å; Angles, Degrees) for Halogen Variants of Formaldehyde, Thioformaldehyde and Selenoformaldehyde[a](#tbl8-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  compound                   formula    parameter   ADC(2)   CC2     CCSD    CCSDR(3)   CC3       CASPT2   lit.
  -------------------------- ---------- ----------- -------- ------- ------- ---------- --------- -------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  carbonyldifluoride         F~2~C=O    C=O         1.357    1.367   1.324   1.348      1.353     1.355    1.364[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        C--F        1.315    1.324   1.314   1.320      1.323     1.322    1.324[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        η           50.5     52.3    54.0    56.1       56.2      52.3     52.6[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 31.8[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 30--40[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  formylfluoride             FHC=O      C=O         1.405    1.394   1.329   1.352      *1.360*   1.360    1.374[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 1.344[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        C--F        1.321    1.334   1.335   1.339      *1.340*   1.335    1.324[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 1.346[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        η           40.4     44.8    45.6    48.3       *48.5*    49.2     43.8[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 36.0[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  phosgene                   Cl~2~C=O   C=O         1.394    1.365   1.297   1.314                1.319    1.340[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        C--Cl       1.701    1.723   1.729   1.738                1.738    1.713[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        η           43.3     46.1    48.0    50.3                 51.6     44.5[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 42.0[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  formyl chloride            ClHC=O     C=O         1.410    1.374   1.304   1.324      *1.331*   1.331    1.356[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 1.308[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        C--Cl       1.687    1.713   1.735   1.742      *1.744*   1.739    1.715[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        η           32.9     40.5    41.7    45.2       *45.5*    50.0     39.4[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 39.4[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  thiocarbonyldifluoride     F~2~C=S    C=S         1.759    1.765   1.740   1.769      *1.769*   1.770     
                                        C--F        1.323    1.331   1.319   1.325      *1.328*   1.328     
                                        θ           38.6     40.4    40.1    43.4       *43.4*    44.9     34.1[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  thiophosgene               Cl~2~C=S   C=S         1.774    1.755   1.706   1.732                1.736    1.69[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 1.694[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        C--Cl       1.698    1.706   1.707   1.715                1.714    1.756[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 1.720[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                        η           27.6     31.0    26.1    32.9                 36.1     26.0[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}, 23.9[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  thioformyl chloride        ClHC=S     C=S         1.757    1.737   1.695   1.721                1.725     
                                        C--Cl       1.699    1.708   1.711   1.717                1.714     
                                        η           8.9      18.6    0.0     21.9                 25.8     25.0[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  selenocarbonyldifluoride   F~2~C=Se   C=Se        1.884    1.896   1.879   1.910                1.908     
                                        C--F        1.325    1.331   1.318   1.325                1.328     
                                        θ           36.7     39.1    39.7    48.7                 44.5     30.1[b](#t8fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

See details in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf). All results have been obtained with the aug-cc-pVTZ atomic basis set and the values in italics are basis set extrapolated.

MR-AQCC/cc-pVTZ results from ref ([@ref66]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref91]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref70]).

MR-CISD/cc-pVTZ results from ref ([@ref66]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref92]).

CASPT2/cc-pVQZ results from ref ([@ref66]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref70]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref93]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref94]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref95]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref96]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref97]).

Experimental data from ref ([@ref98]).

The trends identified for the multiple bonds mirror the conclusions reached for the corresponding non-halogenated compounds: i.e., (i) CCSD delivers too short ES bond lengths; (ii) both ADC(2) and CC2 strongly overestimate the C=O bond lengths (but in F~2~C=O) while reasonably estimating C=S and C=Se distances; (iii) CCSDR(3) values are rather accurate but remain slightly too short compared to both CASPT2 and CC3 data, that match well. Interestingly, the puckering angles determined with the three most refined approaches are systematically larger than the values obtained with ADC(2), CC2, and CCSD. In this context, thioformylchloride constitutes a particularly interesting case. To the very best of our knowledge, there is only one experimental work available for ClHC=S and it indicates a weakly twisted ES structure (η ≃ 25°), with a tiny barrier of 616 cm^--1^ connecting it to the planar ES structure.^[@ref97]^ While CCSD predicts a planar structure (no imaginary frequency in the *C*~*s*~ point group), both ADC(2) and CC2 deliver puckered ES geometries (imaginary frequencies for the planar form) and we have therefore started our CCSDR(3) optimizations using both planar and puckered geometries, and it turned out that the *C*~1~ minimum is the most stable, a conclusion confirmed with CASPT2. For the halogen bonds, the methodological differences across [Table [8](#tbl8){ref-type="other"}](#tbl8){ref-type="other"} are smaller, but CC2 appears to be more accurate for C--F bonds (MAE of 0.002 Å with respect to CASPT2) than for C--Cl bonds (MAE of 0.014 Å). The same observation qualitatively holds for ADC(2), with respective to MAE of 0.007 and 0.030 Å for C--F and C--Cl bonds compared to CASPT2. In contrast the CCSD errors are much more uniform with MAE of 0.007 Å (0.006 Å) for C--F (C--Cl) distances, whereas CCSDR(3) estimates are again accurate (with respect to MAE of 0.003 and 0.002 Å).

An interesting aspect of these structures is the inversion barrier in the ES, for which numerous experimental estimates are available. In the carbonyl series, the experimental barriers rank H~2~C=O (316--356 cm^--1^)^[@ref68]−[@ref70],[@ref72]^ \< ClHC=O (1609--1642 cm^--1^)^[@ref93],[@ref103]^ \< FHC=O (2583 cm^--1^)^[@ref92]^ \< Cl~2~C=O (3170--3440 cm^--1^)^[@ref70],[@ref101]^ \< F~2~C=O (8200 cm^--1^).^[@ref91]^ To determine this transition-state barrier, we have used the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSD/def2-TZVPP approach. This method delivers exactly the same ordering as experiment: H~2~C=O (260 cm^--1^) \< ClHC=O (1150 cm^--1^) \< FHC=O (2139 cm^--1^) \< Cl~2~C=O (2987 cm^--1^ \< F~2~C=O (9495 cm^--1^). These values are also consistent with previous multireference estimates.^[@ref66],[@ref71]^ A similar ordering is found experimentally for the thioformaldehyde derivatives: Br~2~C=S (465--524 cm^--1^)^[@ref104],[@ref105]^ \< Cl~2~C=S (600--620 cm^--1^)^[@ref102]^ \< FClC=S (1556 cm^--1^)^[@ref106]^ \< F~2~C=S (3100--3400 cm^--1^).^[@ref94]^ The corresponding theoretical values are Br~2~C=S (329 cm^--1^) \< Cl~2~C=S (375 cm^--1^) \< FClC=S (1541 cm^--1^) \< F~2~C=S (3786 cm^--1^). Finally, for F~2~C=Se, the computed barrier (3351 cm^--1^) exceeds its experimental counterpart (2483 cm^--1^),^[@ref98]^ as for all difluorine compounds treated here. We compare the theoretical and experimental values in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, and the reproduction of the trends is obvious, with a linear regression coefficient, *R*, of 0.99.

![Comparison between theoretical (CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSD/def2-TZVPP) and experimental ES inversion barriers. Red, blue, and green dots correspond to C=O, C=S, and C=Se derivatives, respectively.](ct-2017-00921q_0001){#fig1}

3.9. Statistical Analysis {#sec3-9}
-------------------------

In this section, we perform a statistical analysis and we report the mean signed (MSE) and absolute (MAE) errors obtained through comparisons with the best theoretical estimates. Though ground-state parameters are not our focus here, we start with the 45 GS bond lengths listed in [Tables S1--S18](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf), for which we have systematically taken the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ result as reference. The results of the statistical analysis are given in [Table [9](#tbl9){ref-type="other"}](#tbl9){ref-type="other"}. Globally, all methods provide average errors smaller than 0.010 Å for most GS bond types; that is, they are quite accurate. As it can be seen from the MSE obtained with CC3/def2-TZVPP, the lack of diffuse basis functions yields slightly too long bonds, especially for CN. Both CASPT2 and CC(3) results are extremely close to the CC3 reference, though the bonds are slightly too contracted with these two methods. With CC(3)/def2-TZVPP, there is consequently an error compensation between the basis set and methodological effects, making the final results accurate (MAE of 0.002 Å). For the "lower" methods, one observes an oscillatory behavior: MP2 undershoots the bond lengths on average, CC2 overshoots them, and CCSD underestimates them. The errors are relatively large for the carbonyl bonds with these two latter models. For the present set of compounds, MP2/def2-TZVPP appears as a valuable compromise between accuracy and computational cost with all MAE smaller than or equal to 0.006 Å, but for the CN bonds. From [Table [9](#tbl9){ref-type="other"}](#tbl9){ref-type="other"}, it is also clear that the less polarized bonds, i.e., CC and CH, are in general more accurately described than the more polarized ones, i.e., CO, CN, CF, and CCl. Interestingly, CCSD gives almost systematically too short bond distances irrespective of the bond type, whereas the sign of the error is not systematic with MP2 nor CC2.

###### Mean Signed and Absolute Errors (Å) Obtained for Various Methods for the Ground-State (Top) and Excited-State (Bottom) Bond Lengths[a](#tbl9-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                         all       CC      CO        CN      CH        CS/CSe                                                                    
  ---------------------- --------- ------- --------- ------- --------- -------- --------- ------- --------- ------- --------- ------- ---------- -------
  Ground State                                                                                                                                   
  MP2/def2-TZVPP         --0.002   0.005   0.000     0.001   0.001     0.001    0.000     0.009   0.000     0.002   --0.001   0.011   --0.005    0.006
  MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ        --0.004   0.005   0.000     0.003   0.001     0.001    0.000     0.011   0.000     0.002   --0.001   0.010   --0.005    0.005
  CC2/def2-TZVPP         0.004     0.006   0.004     0.004   0.009     0.009    0.005     0.007   0.000     0.002   0.001     0.004   0.003      0.006
  CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ        0.002     0.005   0.001     0.003   0.008     0.008    --0.001   0.011   --0.001   0.001   --0.001   0.002   0.003      0.006
  CCSD/def2-TZVPP        --0.005   0.006   --0.004   0.004   --0.007   0.007    --0.002   0.005   0.000     0.001   --0.002   0.009   --0.007    0.008
  CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ       --0.007   0.007   --0.005   0.005   --0.008   0.008    --0.007   0.007   --0.002   0.002   --0.003   0.010   --0.008    0.009
  CC(3)/def2-TZVPP       0.001     0.002   0.003     0.003   --0.001   0.001    0.004     0.004   0.002     0.002   0.002     0.002   0.001      0.001
  CC(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ      --0.001   0.001   0.000     0.000   --0.002   0.002    --0.002   0.002   0.000     0.000   --0.001   0.001   --0.002    0.002
  CC3/def2-TZVPP         0.003     0.003   0.003     0.003   0.001     0.001    0.005     0.005   0.002     0.002   0.003     0.003   0.002      0.003
  CASPT2/ANO-L-VQZP      0.001     0.003   0.001     0.002   0.000     0.002    0.004     0.004   0.003     0.003   0.004     0.003   --0.002    0.005
  CASPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ     --0.001   0.002   0.000     0.001   --0.002   0.002    --0.001   0.001   0.001     0.002   0.001     0.004   --0.003    0.002
  Excited State                                                                                                                                  
  ADC(2)/def2-TZVPP      0.006     0.016   0.005     0.009   0.043     0.044    0.017     0.024   --0.001   0.002   0.011     0.020   --0.019    0.019
  ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ     0.004     0.016   0.000     0.008   0.042     0.043    0.011     0.021   --0.003   0.003   0.011     0.020   --0.020    0.020
  CC2/def2-TZVPP         0.006     0.011   0.008     0.010   0.030     0.030    0.009     0.019   0.000     0.002   0.004     0.008   --0.006    0.009
  CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ        0.003     0.010   0.003     0.006   0.029     0.029    0.004     0.022   --0.002   0.002   0.002     0.007   --0.007    0.009
  CCSD/def2-TZVPP        --0.009   0.010   --0.011   0.011   --0.021   0.021    --0.005   0.016   0.000     0.001   --0.025   0.025   --0.00 6   0.006
  CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ       --0.012   0.013   --0.016   0.016   --0.025   0.025    --0.010   0.017   --0.002   0.002   --0.027   0.027   --0.008    0.008
  CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP    0.002     0.003   0.003     0.003   --0.002   0.002    0.004     0.006   0.002     0.002   0.005     0.005   0.002      0.004
  CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ   --0.002   0.003   --0.002   0.003   --0.006   0.006    --0.001   0.005   --0.001   0.001   --0.002   0.003   --0.001    0.002
  CC3/def2-TZVPP         0.004     0.004   0.006     0.006   0.003     0.003    0.006     0.006   0.002     0.002   0.006     0.006   0.001      0.001
  CASPT2/ANO-L-VQZP      0.002     0.004   0.001     0.003   0.003     0.004    0.003     0.003   0.004     0.004   0.000     0.002   0.003      0.004

The reference values have been obtained at the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ or CASPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ levels (see text). Note that there is no ANO-L-VQZP basis set defined for selenium, so selenium-bearing molecules were not modeled at the CASPT2/ANO-L-VQZP level.

For the ES, the statistical analysis can be performed for 52 bond lengths and we have selected CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ values as benchmarks, but for the B~u~ ES of acetylene, diazomethane, and the four compounds of [Table [8](#tbl8){ref-type="other"}](#tbl8){ref-type="other"} for which CC3 calculations were beyond reach, for which we selected CASPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ data as reference. The results are listed in [Table [9](#tbl9){ref-type="other"}](#tbl9){ref-type="other"}. The errors tend to be significantly larger than in the ground state, several being above the 0.010 Å threshold. Nevertheless, the global trends noticed for the GS are confirmed. ADC(2) delivers a MAE of 0.016 Å and appears to be especially poor for the carbonyl bond lengths (error \> 0.040 Å) and is also insufficiently accurate for CN, CS, and CX bonds. The error pattern is similar in CC2 but with significantly decreased absolute discrepancies compared to ADC(2). For C=O bonds, which are present in many key chromophores of dye chemistry, CC2 overshoots the ES bond length by ca. 0.030 Å, which is not negligible. Resorting to CCSD does not allow one to decrease the absolute errors, but one obtains an almost systematic underestimation of the multiple bond lengths; i.e., one has the advantage of knowing the sign of the error. Only the higher order methods, that is, CCSDR(3) and CASPT2, seem sufficiently accurate to be used as reference values with MAE of ca. 0.003 Å. As in the case of the GS, the lack of diffuse functions in the basis set yields too long bonds, whereas using perturbative triples rather than iterative triples in the CC expansion leads to slightly too compact bonds, with the exception of CN bonds. As a consequence, the CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP method emerges as a valuable compromise with no type of bonds presenting an average error larger than 0.005 Å, but CN. Nevertheless, all MSE are positive with this method: the bond distances tend to be slightly too large.

3.10. Additional Molecules {#sec3-10}
--------------------------

In this section, we briefly discuss additional molecules that have been investigated with (at least) the "best compromise method" determined above, namely, CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP. The nature of the minima have been confirmed at the CCSD/def2-TZVPP level. As we have seen for thioformyl chloride, this method might fail in identifying the symmetry of the true minimum for some specific cases but it remains nevertheless the best method that can provide computationally tractable ES vibrational frequencies at this stage. As for the previous systems, detailed data are available in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf).

### Acetaldehyde and Acetone {#sec3-10-1}

Like formaldehyde, these molecules undergo puckering in their n → π\* ES. For acetaldehyde, we obtain an elongation of the C=O bond of +0.122 Å in the ES, in fair agreement with the only available experiment (+0.11 Å).^[@ref107]^ The computed puckering angle (38.7°) is very similar to the one obtained at the same level of theory in formaldehyde (37.3°). In acetone, this angle significantly increases (42.3°) according to our calculations. For this compound, previous CC2/cc-pVTZ, CASPT2/cc-pVTZ, and VMC/pVTZ' bond lengths are available.^[@ref28]^ The elongation of the carbonyl bond between the GS and the ES obtained with CCSDR(3) (+0.123 Å) is in reasonable agreement with its CASPT2 (+0.136 Å) and VMC (+0.139 Å) counterparts.

### Acrolein {#sec3-10-2}

Acrolein is a small conjugated molecule that was also included in Guareschi and Filippi's set.^[@ref28]^ The results listed in [Table S21](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf) show good agreement between the ES carbonyl bond lengths obtained with CCSDR(3), CASPT2, and VMC theories: 1.324, 1.332, and 1.327 Å, respectively, the CC2 (CCSD) estimate of 1.371 (1.304) Å being too large (too small), consistently with most carbonyl bonds investigated in the present work. For the terminal C=C bond, CCSDR(3) is within 0.006 Å of the VMC estimate (1.377 versus 1.383 Å), but the central ES C--C bond length is most probably too elongated with this method (1.395 Å to be compared to 1.368 Å with VMC and 1.375 Å with CASPT2). Again, the available experimental data^[@ref108]^ do not offer a particularly trustworthy reference to make the final call on the most adequate theory.

### Cyanoacetylene {#sec3-10-3}

In cyanoacetylene, we optimized two low-lying ES: a bent A″ state (*C*~*s*~ point group) and a Δ state (*C*~∞*v*~ point group). The former induces a strong elongation of the C≡C bond compared to the GS, whereas the latter induces variations more spread throughout the molecule (see [Table S22](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)). Previous theoretical works performed with methods lacking dynamic electron correlation,^[@ref109],[@ref110]^ provided qualitatively similar results, whereas experimental information is rather limited but confirms the symmetries of the two ES.^[@ref111],[@ref112]^

### Cyanoformaldehyde {#sec3-10-4}

For this analogue to acrolein, previous ROHF and CASSCF calculations pointed out at a slightly out-of-plane lowest singlet ES,^[@ref113],[@ref114]^ with a very flat potential.^[@ref113]^ However, our CCSD calculations deliver a true planar ES minimum (*C*~*s*~ point group). In light of the results obtained for thioformyl chloride, we checked this outcome at both ADC(2) and CC2 levels ([Table S23](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)). For the C=O and C≡N bonds, the CCSDR(3) elongations upon excitations are 0.122 and 0.009 Å, respectively. With the same aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, all approaches are rather accurate for the changes of the second bond, whereas for the carbonyl bond elongation, the pattern discussed above is found again, i.e., +0.191, +0.155, and +0.113 Å, with ADC(2), CC2, and CCSD, respectively. In contrast the ES C--C bond length is slight too short/too long with CC2/CCSD (1.375 Å/1.405 Å) compared to CCSDR(3) (1.391 Å).

### Cyanogen {#sec3-10-5}

For cyanogen, we optimized at the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ level the lowest excited state of Σ~u~^--^ nature and it turned out to be linear as in the GS, which is consistent with experimental data.^[@ref115]^ We predict a 0.076 Å elongation for the C≡N bond and a −0.081 Å contraction for the C--C bond when going from the GS to the ES. These CC3 changes are close to their CCSDR(3) counterparts and slightly smaller than earlier CASSCF estimates.^[@ref109],[@ref116]^

### Diacetylene {#sec3-10-6}

In diacetylene, we could locate two different ESs: a bent A~u~ state in the *C*~2*h*~ symmetry and a higher lying Δ~u~ ES maintaining the cylindrical symmetry of the GS. They both show a more pronounced cumulenic character than the GS, which is consistent with measurements for the latter,^[@ref117]^ experimental information being very thin for the former. The previous theoretical works were, to the best of our knowledge, performed at the Configuration Interaction (CI)^[@ref118]^ and CASSCF^[@ref109]^ levels, and our CCSDR(3) and CC3 estimates of the A~u~ and Δ~u~ ESs, respectively, can be viewed as the most accurate available to date.

### Glyoxal {#sec3-10-7}

For *trans*-glyoxal all measurements foresee elongation and contraction of both the C=O and C--C bonds upon excitation,^[@ref108],[@ref119],[@ref120]^ and our results are consistent with this trend, though the computed variations are about half of their experimental counterparts (see [Table S26](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)).

### Maleimide {#sec3-10-8}

For maleimide, we optimized the lowest B~1~ ES, which was considered before at CASSCF^[@ref121]^ and CC2^25^ levels of theory, and the results are given in [Table S27](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf). The difference between the C--C and C=C bond lengths, which is the bond length alternation, goes from 0.163 Å in the GS to 0.046 Å in the ES according to CCSDR(3), indicating a strong increase of conjugation upon electronic transition. For the ES, the corresponding CASSCF, CC2, and CCSD bond length alternations are 0.035, 0.022, and 0.065 Å, respectively, and the usual bracketing pattern in the CC series is recovered, CC2 (CCSD) providing a too delocalized (localized) description of the ES geometry.

### Propenoic Acid Anion {#sec3-10-9}

These popular model compounds weres also treated in refs ([@ref26] and [@ref28]). At the CASPT2 level, the former work predicted strongly different elongations of the two C=O bonds when going to the ES ([Table S28](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)), an effect later attributed to an artifact induced by the active space choice,^[@ref28]^ illustrating the challenge of obtaining meaningful CASPT2 results for ES structures. Considering the four bond distances not involving hydrogen atoms, we found MAE of 0.015 and 0.007 Å between our CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP values and previous VMC/pVTZ' and CASPT2/cc-pVTZ estimates, respectively,^[@ref28]^ the MAE between the two latter approaches being 0.013 Å.

### Pyrazine {#sec3-10-10}

For the lowest ES of this heterocylic derivative, we found very small variations of the bond lengths when going from the GS to the ES, the absolute CCSD bond lengths being again too small ([Table S29](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)).

### (Strepto)cyanine {#sec3-10-11}

The shortest model cyanine is known to present a twisted ES,^[@ref122]^ and to avoid this significant relaxation, we have imposed the *C*~2*v*~ symmetry in our calculations. Within this constraint, all tested CC levels predict a strong elongation of the CN bond between the GS and the ES, our best estimate being +0.111 Å at the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ level ([Table S30](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)).

### Tetrazine {#sec3-10-12}

This highly symmetric molecule was studied in detail before,^[@ref27],[@ref123],[@ref124]^ but not with methods including contributions from triple excitations. As explained in ref ([@ref124]), one can find a true minimum for the lowest ES of B~3u~ whereas the optimization of the close-lying A~u~ state leads to a transition-state structure that, after deformation, is found to be on the same adiabatic surface as the B~3u~ ES. Consequently, the states are experimentally mixed and straightforward comparisons between measurements^[@ref125]−[@ref128]^ and theory are hampered. Both CC3 and CCSDR(3) predict small contractions of all bonds upon excitation and provide results in very good agreement with previous CASPT2 estimates,^[@ref123]^ whereas the CCSD distances seem again too small ([Table S31](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)).

### Thioacrolein {#sec3-10-13}

The lowest ES presents a strongly elongated C=S bond compared to the GS (+0.099 Å). The only experimental data we could find point out at a *C*~*s*~ ES symmetry, with significant elongations of both the C=S and C=C bonds, but no quantitative estimates are provided.^[@ref129]^ As in acrolein, the central C--C ES bond length is too long with CCSD. Together with the underestimation of the ES C=C bond length, this leads to an ES bond length alternation of 0.067 Å with CCSD, almost twice the CCSDR(3) value of 0.035 Å. In other words, CCSD provides a too localized description for the excited state in thioacrolein, as in maleimide.

### Thiocarbonyldibromide {#sec3-10-14}

For this derivative, the same trends as that for thiophosgene are obtained, CCSD providing shorter C=S and C--X bonds and a smaller puckering angle than CCSDR(3) (see [Table S33](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)). The C=S bond length elongation obtained with this latter method (+0.119 Å) fits the available experimental estimate (+0.12 Å).^[@ref105]^

### Thiocarbonylchlorofluoride {#sec3-10-15}

For this unsymmetrically substituted thiocarbonyl derivative, we found that the C=S bond length and its extension when going to the ES are both underestimated by CCSD. The same holds for the C--Cl bond and the puckering angle ([Table S34](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf)).

### Trifluoronotrisomethane {#sec3-10-16}

According to our calculations, the situation is similar to that of nitrosomethane with an eclipsed GS minimum and a staggered ES minimum. This result is consistent with a previous theoretical investigation,^[@ref130]^ as well as with experimental data,^[@ref131]^ though in an earlier experimental work both staggered and eclipsed conformers could be detected in the ES.^[@ref132]^ We note a fair agreement between our CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP bond distances and valence angles and previous MR-AQCC/cc-pVTZ(-f) values;^[@ref130]^ e.g., the ES N=O, C--N, and C--F bond lengths attain 1.233, 1.467, and 1.314 Å at this CC level and 1.245, 1.481, and 1.315 Å with MR-AQCC. As detailed in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf), the barriers separating the staggered and eclipsed conformations are also well-reproduced by our calculations.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

We had two goals when we started this work. On the one hand, we wished to provide a significant database of reliable excited-state geometries to the community, since accurate ES structures, which are hardly accessible through experimental means, were previously described in the theoretical literature only for a very small number of compounds. We have now proposed a database of 35 compounds in which both ground- (35) and excited-states (39) geometrical parameters have been consistently determined with a high-level method including corrections for triple excitations, namely, CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP method. These geometries can be viewed as equivalent to those that could be obtained with the GS "golden standard" of quantum chemistry, namely, CCSD(T). This set will therefore allow further calibration and benchmarking work to rely on accurate data to evaluate the accuracy of more computationally effective semiempirical and ab initio methods. On the other hand, we wanted to assess the qualities of the ES geometries determined with "cheap" electron-correlated wave function approaches. To this end, ADC(2), CC2, CCSD, CCSDR(3), CC3, and CASPT2 calculations were systematically carried out for 18 small compounds using extended atomic basis sets. It was gratifying to find that if one correlates all electrons, adds diffuse orbitals in the basis set, and selects a large active space (for CASPT2), one obtains very consistent bond distances and valence angles when choosing either CC3 or CASPT2. Using the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ results as reference, we have found that all tested methods provide accurate GS data with errors typically smaller than 0.010 Å for all bond types. For the GS, we found that the MP2/def2-TZVPP approach appears as a valuable compromise between accuracy and computational cost for the considered set of molecules. It yields an average error of 0.005 Å, whereas the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ method predicts almost systematically too contracted bonds. In the ES, the errors tend to significantly increase compared to the GS, and the dependence on the selected method is also stronger. With ADC(2) and CC2, two very popular second-order models, we obtained a mean absolute deviation on ES bond distances of 0.016 and 0.010 Å, respectively. If these errors are certainly not dramatic, we note that much larger discrepancies are found for the CO double-bonds lengths (0.043 and 0.029 Å), which are systematically overshot with these two approaches,. In addition, an average accuracy of 0.010 Å could well be insufficient to reliably benchmark cheaper methods. As in the GS, CCSD provides too compact ES (multiple) distances, which is a trend that is quite consistent for the set of (mainly double and triple) bonds we have considered, but the absolute errors are about twice as large as in the GS (MAE of 0.013 and 0.025 Å for CO bonds). Looking at the bond length alternation in several systems, we found that CCSD tends to provide a too localized description of the ES, whereas CC2 apparently yields the opposite error. Therefore, going from the CC2 to the CCSD approach does not necessarily generate an improvement of the accuracy, though the error trends become more systematic. Eventually, one probably needs to resort to CCSDR(3), or similar methods including contributions from triples, to decrease the average errors to a value of 0.003 Å. This method nevertheless presents the disadvantage of delivering slightly too compact bonds compared to CC3 and CASPT2. As this methodological error presents the opposite sign to the basis set error when a basis set without diffuse functions is chosen, CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP indeed appears as a reasonable compromise method to define accurate geometrical parameters for excited-state minima.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921).List of GS and ES parameters, Cartesian coordinates for selected levels of theory, and description of selected active spaces ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00921/suppl_file/ct7b00921_si_001.pdf))
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